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ALWAYS INSTALL SAFETY CABLES
WARNING: Mounting and/or suspension this equipment requires experi-
enced professionals. Improperly installed equipment can result in property 
damage, personal injury and/or liablility to the installing contractor.

RUGGED MULTI-FUNCTION FRAME HoverGrid™

PC-30-41
Heavy Duty Projector Cage

Max Projector Size - W 30” X  L 41” X H 22”

Description
Adaptive’s HoverCage Projector frames protect and make 
transporting and flying large format projectors fast and 
easy when installed inside these modular and intercon-
necting cages. With built-in flexibilities to fly, mount and 
ground support heavy projectors, HoverCages are the per-
fect companion for live shows, projection mapping and for 
a wide variety of rental and staging applications.

Standard features include interchangeable bolt down 
chassis, built in casters, modular connectors and load-rat-
ed quick release hardware.  These heavy-duty projector 
frames are constructed from rugged certified welded 
tubular alloy steel then coated with a rich powder, hard 
enamel baked on finish. 

Each frame is equipped with precision interlocking and 
load-rated connecting bars that allow the cages to be 
stacked vertically, up to four high and horizontally, as 
many as needed, to make setting up for 3D and mapping 
presentations faster and more accurate.  

Adaptive also offers ground supported rolling carts, truss 
mounting and truss tilt kits, even overhead beam clamps 
and a wide assortment of ceiling mounting kits.
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OPTIONAL PROJECTOR MOUNT ACCESSORIES HoverGrid™

PC-30-41

Truss Frame Mounting Kit
Secure this truss clamping kit to the top of the Hover-
Cage frame to accommodates both 12” and 24” box 
frames.  Truss clamps (sold separately) accommodate 
2” diameter cord and bolt through the projector’s cage 
for a secure fixed installation.  A separate kit comes with 
four load-rated 2” truss clamps and attachment hard-
ware.

Ground Support Cart
Transport and position the HoverCage from the top of 
the Projector Cart.  The HoverCart accommodates the 
HoverCage frame using its own interconnect hardware 
while providing a smooth stable rolling motion when 
transporting and positioning heavy projectors with min-
imal effort. Extra equipment storage and a section for 
rack mounting is provided underneath so everything 
needed for presentations including cables, digital serv-
ers and controllers is moved together.  Locking casters 
stabilize the cart when placed into position and handrails 
serve as bumpers as well as offering a convenient place 
to push/pull from.  

Pan & Tilt Kit for Trusses and Ceilings
Use this system to provide down angle projection aiming 
when mounting or flying projectors from higher eleva-
tions.  This rigid two part load-rated assembly mounts 
directly to 12” and 24” box truss for live events as well 
as adapts to the Overhead Ceiling Mounting Plate for 
more permanent applications.  Once in place, projectors 
can be aimed 360 degrees in any direction and up to 
35% down tilt from the horizontal position.   

Overhead Ceiling Mounting Kit
Install this low-profile ceiling mounting kit into different 
locations within a facility to allow for periodic usage of a 
single projector in specific locations.  This enables a pro-
jector to be moved from location to location within the 
building and reduce the amount of projectors in service.  
This design offers a front to back two pole install system 
with quick connect hardware that saves time when in-
stalling into multiple locations.

Heavy Duty Projector Cage
Max Projector Size - W 30” X  L 41” X H 22”


